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Cosmetic & Reconstructive



Cosmetic Dentistry is the art of repairing all dental health issues or defects, whether it be through dental surgery science or the use of cosmetic surgery for aesthetics and function.



Read More
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Family Dentistry



Our goal is to provide you with the most current information available concerning your oral hygiene and the presentation of your most important asset–your smile!



Read More
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Orthodontics



Orthodontic treatment is used to correct a “bad bite.” This condition, known as a malocclusion, involves teeth that are crowded or crooked.



Read More











Weston Dental Design


Dental Office in Weston, FL. Specialized in Cosmetic Dentistry and Family Dentistry. Experienced in All Types of Dental Procedures Located in Weston, Florida

We are pleased to introduce you to a unique dental practice that believes in a new concept in modern dentistry; a pleasant and relaxing experience teamed with a safe and secure environment. We are a small highly specialized practice that will not begin treatment without complete understanding and satisfaction from our patients.

At Weston Dental Design Group everyone gets the smile of their dreams all provided with a caring and gentle manner and with the latest cosmetic dentistry techniques and dental procedure technology in the most comfortable environment we can provide. Through the latest in cosmetic dentistry, full mouth rehabilitation and preventative dentistry you can have whiter, healthier looking teeth.





Request an Appointment



Weston Dental Design is located at 17140 Royal Palm Blvd. in Weston, FL.

Our office is easily accessed from I-75 traveling from either the south or the north.


Get Directions








Patient Forms

To make your visit more pleasant and faster experience, we have provided forms below that you may print, fill out and bring in with you to your appointment.


	Patient Information
	Medical History
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frontado2023-02-01T14:06:21-05:00A beautiful smile with no money down
frontado2023-02-01T14:06:21-05:00February 1st, 2023|Comments Off on A beautiful smile with no money down
 A financial option for what matters most. No-money down and no-interest features. Monthly payments can be arranged. Use it immediately upon approval. We believe that quality dental care should be affordable and accessible to [...]
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Patient Testimonials

Go to a Dentist appointment was always a traumatic experience for me, but in the last 2 weeks I went twice, and both were an amazing experiences. Liliana made the cleaning without any pain and Dr. Bonilla is a very careful doctor that make the decision thinking always in what is best for the patient. Thank you.


Aurora A., I had a great experience!

I am very happy with the work done by Dr. Bonilla, excellent work at an affordable price. Dr. Bonilla and his staff are very friendly and make me feel welcome. I highly recommend Dr. Bonilla and his practice for all you dental needs, you will be happy with the results, as I am.


Sandra M., Excellent Work and Friendly Staff

I was extremely impressed by the Weston dental design group. Everyone that worked there was so kind to me. I used to be scared of the dentist, but with my last appointment, that phobia has vanished. I was so well informed of my dental health and how it can be improved. I’m actually inspired to take better care of my teeth.


Amazing!, Daniela G.
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Weston Dental Design Group
4.7
Based on 64 reviews
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review us on


[image: Ramon Rodriguez]
Ramon Rodriguez15:59 21 Feb 20
Fantastic experience, great doctor and staff. Fully recommended, I've been their patient for over 10 years!


[image: Juan Hurtado]
Juan Hurtado14:30 18 Feb 20
I am so glad to find a dental place like this one. I had an excellent experience, I feel that they are not going after my money. That really took care of me. Thank you!


[image: Gaby Suarez]
Gaby Suarez20:42 03 Feb 20
Dr.Javier Bonilla and his staff are professional and friendly. Dr. Bonilla really makes you feel comfortable regarding any treatment being done. He really recommends what you need. I've been a patient for over a year. The hygienist there are the best in the world!!!!!!! Beatriz is literally the nicest person ever. If you need a dentist or a hygienist at any time Weston Dental Design is the place to go.
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Rose Russell16:12 02 Feb 20
I’ve been going here with my family for 10 years and it has been a great experience for all of us. I had a couple of old cavities refilled years ago and they did an excellent job. I have sensitive teeth and the fluoride treatment is great and reasonably priced. They do cancer screening as well.


[image: Eitan Casaverde Maimon]
Eitan Casaverde Maimon15:54 31 Jan 20
It is always a great and relatively quick experience here! People are very nice and professional!


[image: Jay]
Jay14:52 27 Jan 20
Great experience and great work! Highly recommend


[image: Gordon Thompson]
Gordon Thompson22:42 25 Jan 20
Super friendly, very professional. They took awesome care of my son with his braces, just got them off and teeth look great. Whole family is very happy with the care we receive.


[image: Juan Esteban Botero]
Juan Esteban Botero15:23 24 Jan 20
Very professional and courteous staff, appointments always start on time and offices are clean and well organized.


[image: Erik Granda]
Erik Granda19:09 20 Jan 20
I have been going here for 14 years. Great dentist that really cares about his patient's as well as a very good staff. I would highly recommend Dr. Bonilla and all the people at Weston Dental Design Group.
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Gil Salcedo03:41 26 Nov 19
I hadn't been to the dentist for a long time and when I went to see Dr. Bonilla last year he recommended full mouth debridement and periodontal treatment which I had done and made sense then.I went six months later and had a regular cleaning done. Now, yesterday, six months later I now notice a pattern of trying to get the most possible money from you. First, if you have wisdom teeth, it's seen as a bad thing, they must come out! From the moment the hygienist noticed I have my wisdom teeth, they write it down to recommend unnecessary extraction. They also "recommend" you should go for regular cleanings every 3 months, not 6 as most insurance plans cover. My x-rays showed a small dot of calculus on one tooth and then the estimate came back that they cannot perform a regular cleaning anymore! Now I need a full mouth debridement again which is not 100% covered by insurance and I just had it done last year! When I made the comment that it's not fully covered, they recommended I switch to another insurance that covers more.This place has become the same as many other dental businesses where all they want is to maximize their income by recommending unnecessary and excessive "treatments". Stay away!


[image: Sebastian Aguerrevere]
Sebastian Aguerrevere14:40 21 Nov 19
Great staff! Great service


[image: Matthew Jones]
Matthew Jones15:35 23 May 19
Excellent dentist! I got a lot of cosmetic custom work at this office as well as my yearly cleanings here over the years. Dr. Javiers work is incredible, I always leave satisfied. He is gentle and a perfectionist. His staff is the best and very skilled as well. Highly recommend to everyone!!


[image: Eugenia Dalmasso]
Eugenia Dalmasso12:28 13 May 19
Unique and excellent Professionals. Dedicated and detailed work.


[image: Margarita Cardenal]
Margarita Cardenal21:13 25 Mar 19
i’ve been coming to this office for the past 10 years. They are always kind and professional. Wonderful doctors and staff


[image: Maria Luque]
Maria Luque19:59 25 Mar 19
Great experience! He hygienists are very professional and friendly. They’re very thorough and make sure you understand every procedure. Dr. Bonilla is also great and the front desk staff are very nice and helpful.


[image: Santiago Valero]
Santiago Valero16:36 24 Mar 19
Been coming to Claudia and Javier since 2012, excellent dentists with a wonderful staff! Got my braces done, my wisdom teeth removed, and all my dental cleanings here every year twice a year. Thank you for always providing a positive experience.


[image: LUZMARINA RESTREPO]
LUZMARINA RESTREPO14:32 20 Mar 19
I have been a patient of this office for a long time and this place is WONDERFUL. Dr. Bonilla is the best dentist ever !!!!  I am a very nervous person and he always has the patience to calm me down...he is the best !!! Also, the girls from the front desk are so nice and helpful.


[image: Stacy Eiben]
Stacy Eiben22:08 23 Mar 16
I am very pleased with the professional staff and excellent dental services provided by Weston Dental Design. The staff has always been very pleasant to deal with, is well prepared, and very committed to providing great service. 


[image: Maria Elena Bravo]
Maria Elena Bravo16:30 11 Dec 15
I Highly recommend this place. All personnel is nice, they make you feel comfortable, and they care about you. Excellent!


[image: Omar Olivier]
Omar Olivier13:06 18 Jun 15
Awesome place completely made me feel comfortable and I highly recommend them.


[image: Len Mastrapa]
Len Mastrapa15:08 05 Feb 13
My wife and I have been going to Javier's office for about 6 years now. They are all very friendly and caring and have recommended them to several friends and co-workers. They have a nice waiting area and are centrally located in Weston right off I-75. 
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							Weston Dental Design Group
			Specializing in Cosmetic and Family Dentistry and Experienced in All Types of Dental Procedures Located in Weston, Florida

		
																					

																										
							Get In Touch
			17140 Royal Palm Blvd. #2
Weston, FL 33326


Phone: 1.954.217.8411 


contact@westondentaldesign.com

		
																					

																										
							Business Hours
			Monday to Friday

8:00 - 5:30 PM
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